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Time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy has been used to make wafer level measurements of

magnetization dynamics within the yoke and pole piece of partially built hard disk writer

structures. Three Cartesian components of the vector magnetization were recorded simultaneously

using a quadrant photodiode polarization bridge detector. The rise time, relaxation time, and

amplitude of each component has been related to the magnetic ground state, the initial torque, and

flux propagation through the yoke and pole piece. Dynamic images reveal “flux-beaming” in

which the magnetization component parallel to the symmetry axis of the yoke is largest along that

axis. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3665957]

The storage capacity of magnetic disk drives continues

to increase through reduction of bit sizes, presenting chal-

lenges in the design of the writer structure. The writer used

in the latest perpendicular recording technology is essentially

a planar electromagnet with one wide and one narrow pole

piece. It must produce increased fields, confined within an

ever-smaller write bubble at the narrow pole tip, that fall and

rise on picosecond timescales. It is essential to characterize

the magnetization dynamics in all parts of the writer if opti-

mum performance is to be obtained.

Measurement techniques such as magnetoresistive sens-

ing,1 magnetic force microscopy,2–4 and time-resolved scan-

ning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM)5,6 have been used to

characterize magnetization processes within the writer. Pre-

vious studies have concentrated almost exclusively upon the

pole tips and have considered only a single component of the

magnetization or the internal field.7–10 However the response

of the yoke is also of vital importance in maximizing the

write field and minimizing the remanence of the pole tips

that can lead to problems such as “erase after write.” So far

no direct measurements of the magnetization dynamics

within the yoke have been reported. It will be demonstrated

that TRSKM can yield simultaneous measurements of all

three spatial components of the dynamic magnetization with

sub-micron spatial resolution. Time-resolved (TR) magnetic

images provide experimental confirmation of the previously

predicted process of flux-beaming in which the magnetiza-

tion of the yoke material reorients most strongly along the

symmetry axis (SA) of the yoke and pole piece.

TRSKM measurements are made with an 800 nm wave-

length, 80 MHz repetition rate ultrafast laser, Fig. 1. Part of

the laser output is passed through a 4 ns optical delay line and

then focused by a high numerical aperture (0.85, �60) micro-

scope objective to a full width half maximum spot of 600 nm

diameter, polarized along the writer SA. The back-reflected

beam is directed into a quadrant photodiode polarization

bridge detector that records all three spatial components of

magnetization simultaneously with minimal cross-talk.11

The second part of the laser output is collected by a fast

photodiode, converted to a transistor-transistor logic (TTL)

pulse, and used to trigger a digital delay generator that trig-

gers a pulse generator used to drive the writer. Due to the

limited repetition rate of the pulse generator and to ensure

that the yoke relaxes fully after each pulse, the laser repeti-

tion rate is reduced to 1 MHz using a pulse picker. The elec-

trical pulse is delivered by a high frequency probe to a 6 mm

long coplanar strip line connected to the inductive coil of the

writer.

Measurements were made on a writer with a three turn

coil and a single layer CoFe yoke of 200 nm thickness. The

yoke geometry is shown in Fig. 2(a). The writer was magne-

tized perpendicular to the SA by an external bias field HB of

200 Oe. This configuration is relevant to the performance of

multilayered yoke materials containing interlayer exchange

coupling, exchange bias, or an easy anisotropy axis parallel

to the y-axis. The in-plane components of magnetization

(parallel and perpendicular) are defined with respect to HB

while the polar component lies parallel to the z-axis. To

FIG. 1. (Color online) The TRSKM setup for measurements of magnetization

dynamics within perpendicular inductive write-head structures. P: polarizer.a)Electronic mail: pg245@ex.ac.uk.
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avoid irreversible magnetic processes within the yoke meas-

urements were made at a maximum pulse amplitude of

11.2 V above which TR Kerr signals were irreproducible.

The pulse width and rise time were 1.6 ns and 553 6 29 ps

(including overshoot), respectively, as shown in Fig.

2(c).The pulsed field was estimated to have maximum possi-

ble value of �90 Oe immediately above the coil windings,

although this value is uncertain due to possible impedance

mismatches within the microwave circuitry. A piezoelectric

scanning stage allowed TR signals to be acquired at selected

positions shown in Fig. 2(b) or for images of the dynamic

magnetization to be acquired at a fixed time delay.

TR signals acquired at positions A to F are shown in

Fig. 3 for the parallel, perpendicular, and polar magnetiza-

tion components. On the axis of symmetry, point A lies

above a via to the lower half of the yoke, B is above the cen-

ter coil winding ‘C2’, C is immediately to the left of winding

‘C1’, D lies within the confluence region while E is at the be-

ginning of the bridge. Points G and F lie on the edges of the

flared region. Since the coil windings lie orthogonal to the

SA, the generated pulsed magnetic field lies close to in-plane

and parallel to the SA above the coil windings and perpen-

dicular to the plane either side of the windings. Prior to the

application of the pulse, the magnetization lies predomi-

nantly along HB. Therefore, the initial torque exerted by the

pulsed field lies perpendicular to the plane at locations above

the coil windings and parallel to either the positive or nega-

tive x-axis to the side of the windings. Consequently, at point

B in Fig. 3 the polar magnetization component has a much

shorter 10-90 percent rise time of 217 6 9 ps compared to

those of 472 6 29 ps and 520 6 26 ps for the perpendicular

and parallel components respectively, which are instead

comparable to the rise time of the pulsed field. The polar

component decreases but remains finite even after the in-

plane components have reached constant values, suggesting

that there is a small out of plane component of the pulsed

field at point B. The signals are presented in units of Kerr

rotation, and the in-plane and polar signals appear to be of

similar magnitude. However the polar Kerr effect is typically

an order of magnitude larger than the longitudinal Kerr

effect, so the polar magnetization component is very likely

an order of magnitude smaller than the in-plane components.

Figure 3 also shows that outside the coil region the rise

times of the perpendicular and polar components are either

comparable to or longer than that of the pulsed field, while

the amplitude and rise time of the parallel component is

more variable. The polar component follows both the rise

and fall of the out of plane driving field. In contrast, the in-

plane components experience an additional driving field

resulting from the magnetic charge generated as the magnet-

ization reorients above the coil windings. Therefore, it seems

reasonable that the in-plane magnetization at points A and

C-G should lag that at B. Interestingly the perpendicular

component does not fall with the pulsed field and does not

fully relax during the 4 ns scan period. The small amplitude

of the parallel component at positions C, D, and G, where

the perpendicular component is large, suggests the presence

of a finer scale magnetic structure so that the probe spot

acquires a spatially averaged signal from regions of anti-

parallel magnetization. The reduced amplitudes of all three

components at point E may be related to the fact that the

bridge width is smaller than the focused spot size leading to

an increased susceptibility to mechanical drift and that

because of surface topographical variation towards the pole

tip the focus of the probe spot is less optimal than for the

main yoke structure. At points F and G the static magnetiza-

tion is expected to be non-uniform due to competition

between the bias field and demagnetizing field near to the

edges. Spatial averaging may again lead to a reduced parallel

component while the perpendicular component may tend to

be suppressed because the demagnetizing fields prevent the

magnetization aligning normal to the flared edge under the

action of the pulsed field.

Figure 4 shows sets of dynamic magnetic images, to-

gether with static reflectivity images, acquired at the time

delays indicated in Fig. 2(d). The perpendicular and polar

images at �0.8 ns show no magnetic contrast as expected.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic layout of the write head structure, (b)

reflectivity image acquired by TRSKM defining positions A-F where TR

Kerr signals were acquired, (c) pulse waveform acquired immediately before

the device, and (d) TR Kerr signal acquired from position B. The points

highlighted on the Perp. component curve correspond to time delays at

which magnetic images were acquired. PW: paddle width (6.3 lm), BW:

bridge width (0.4 lm), BL: bridge length (2 lm), SA: symmetry axis, FA1,

2: flare angle 1(30�) and 2(62�), and C1, 2, 3: coil winding 1, 2, and 3.

FIG. 3. TR Kerr signals of three components of magnetization (perpendicu-

lar, parallel, and polar) at positions A-F shown in Fig. 2(b).
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The weak vertical stripes observed for the parallel compo-

nent might indicate some very slow magnetic process associ-

ated with the previous field pulse, but the contrast extends

outside the area of the yoke and so is most likely the result

of topographic variation above the coil windings combined

with mechanical vibration resulting from the modulation of

the driving waveform. As the pulse begins to rise at 0.16 ns

delay, the perpendicular component rises in the centre of the

yoke, close to the SA and above the coil windings, while the

polar component rises more uniformly. For increased delays

of 0.34, 0.64, and 1.38 ns, the polar component appears larg-

est outside the coil windings and is particularly intense along

the flared edges where the thin film demagnetizing field is

reduced. Surprisingly the polar signal to the left and right

side of the coil windings has the same sign even though the

pulsed field is expected to lie in opposite directions. The am-

plitude of the perpendicular component increases, and the

region of maximum amplitude extends along the SA into the

confluence region. After allowing for the non-magnetic

background identified at negative delay, the parallel compo-

nent surprisingly shows light and dark regions above the coil

windings that are most intense at 0.64 ns delay. The principal

limitation of TRSKM is that the ground state configuration is

not easily determined. The contrast observed for the parallel

component and the fact that the region of perpendicular con-

trast is centred somewhat below the SA may be related to the

motion of a vortex structure that reduces the stray flux within

the static configuration. As the pulsed field falls, the polar

contrast relaxes quickly and the perpendicular component

retains strong contrast along the SA, while a complicated

pattern of parallel contrast persists.

The most striking feature of the presented images is the

localization of the perpendicular magnetization component,

along the SA of the yoke, and its propagation into the conflu-

ence region where it presumably magnetizes the bridge region.

These images provide direct experimental confirmation of the

“flux beaming” that has been proposed to explain the opera-

tion of the yoke.12,13 The beaming of the magnetic flux along

the SA occurs because the magnetization at the edges of the

yoke is less able to rotate in response to the pulsed field since

this would induce magnetic charges at the edges and hence

additional demagnetizing fields. A well optimized yoke is

designed to spread the magnetic flux into a wider path, when

moving from the confluence region past the coil windings

towards a via at point A, so as to retain high permeability,

avoid saturation, and minimize the time for magnetization

rotation. Although the flux spreading appears greatest within

the confluence region for the single layer yoke studied here,

the geometry of the spreading may be controlled in laminated

yokes with carefully chosen magnetic anisotropy.

In summary, TRSKM has been use to characterize the

magnetization dynamics of partially built hard disk writer

structures. The response times of different magnetization com-

ponents at different locations has been related to the orientation

of the static magnetization, the torque generated by the coil

windings, and the propagation of flux through the yoke and

pole piece. Flux-beaming within the yoke has been confirmed,

demonstrating that TRSKM is a powerful tool for the optimiza-

tion of flux propagation within advanced writer design.
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FIG. 4. TR Kerr images for three components of the dynamic magnetiza-

tion. The contrast for a particular component is normalized to the maximum

Kerr amplitude observed for that component within the series. Black/white

corresponds to �/þ z-direction, �/þ x-direction, and þ/� y-direction for

the polar, perpendicular, and parallel components, respectively. Black

(white) denote positive (negative) Kerr amplitude.
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